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Brief notes of the Greater Manchester Coalition of Disabled People Steering Group Meeting
held on Friday 16 November 1984 at 7.30 pm in the St Thomas Centre, Ardwick Green North,
Manchester.

Present: Ken Lumb (in the Chair)
Neville Strowger
Kevin Hyett
Saeed Ahmed

Lorraine Gradwell

Mary Lee
David Goddard

Leon Roger
Brian Haines

Annette Taylor
Bernard Leach

In Attendance; Valerie Suffolk

David Viari

Dorothy Whitaker

Apologies: June Maelzer

t Linda Carroll
'• Anne Miller

Ken opened the meeting by welcoming Mary Lee to the meeting who was willing to represent
the needs of hearing impaired people on the Steering Group. Members were therefore requested
to speak clearly and face Mary when they spoke as Mary needed to lip-read. Dorothy also
reported that Marian Lomas had had to resign from the Steering Group due to pressure of other
commitments.

1 Minutes of the last meeting
Lorraine queried whether she had agreed to write a piece for the LINK-UP
magazine. Dorothy agreed to check with Bernard as to whether anything

,, had appeared about the Coalition in the last edition. The minutes were
then accepted as a correct record.

2 Matters arising (not on last agenda)

Ref. 4 - The brief report of the Employment Policy Meeting was circulated,
(any Coalition member who has not received a copy should contact
Linda Carroll at GMCVS). It was agreed that the report should be
included with those produced as a result of forthcoming Coalition
Open Meetings, as a policy document for the Greater Manchester
Coalition of Disabled People.

Ref. 2 - Dorothy had been informed that Sister Marieat Hennessey House
would be a more appropriate preson to contact re sign language
courses and she would follow up this contact.



Constitution

A further draft of the Constitution was circulated (copies available from
Linda Carroll).

Kevin reported that the Constitution Sub-Committee considered it had
now finished its work apart from clarification of the precise details
required in the Constitution in respect of Co-operative Status as an
Industrial Provident Society - they were awaiting Carolyn Schofield's
(GM Legal Services) advice on this.

It was therefore agreed that Coalition members should consider the
Constitution in advance of the next meeting when the draft would be
finalised and sent to appropriate sources for approval.

Financial and fund-raising report
The fund-raising letter compiled by Lorraine had been circulated to all
breweries in Greater Manchester-and £10 had been received to date. ^
Originally it had been intended that Coalition members could each have
letters to circulate to possible funding sources they knew, but it was
agreed that this could lead to duplication of requests so Lorraine agreed
that if people had ideas of firms, clubs etc. who might wish to donate
money to the Coalition, they should contact her direct and she would
send on a letter:

Mrs Lorraine Gradwell

11 Southgate
Flixton

Manchester 31

Tel: 061 747 4259

Gulberkian Foundation

Lorraine was considering an application to Gulberkian as they required ,-v
a letter of specific need. The suggestions were a Fieldworker (dependent
on the results of the Urban Aid application).and/or a computer.

Mental Health Foundation

Lorraine had contacted Katya Helbst at the Mental Health Foundation
(MHF) re the possibility of a grant to help the Coalition investigate
ways of adequately'representing the needs of mentally impaired people.
Katya Helbst had recommended contacting MENCAP and Campaign on
Mental Handicap before calrifying the grant request. It was agreed that
the Coalition would need office space and at least one worker before such
a project could be established - therefore an application to the MHF was
left in abeyance.

Premises

By Christmas it should be possible to arrange for desk space to be made
available for at least 2 days a week on the ground floor of GMCVS.



Ken queried whether Mr Holt of the Estates Department at GMC had
had any further ideas since the Coalition's request for premises. Lorraine
agreed to follow this up.

Dorothy also reported that David Sutcliffe - GMCVS Information Officer
- was attending the meetings ofa group investigating the possibility ofa
"Manchester People's Centre" - maybe using the old British Home Stores
building, where it was planned there would be office premises, meeting
places, training workshops etc. all under community control. David was
keeping a watching brief for the Coalition.

Treasurer

Kevin had agreed to be the Treasurer and Mr Ahmed was thanked for his
offer of help in the event of Kevin being unable to do it. Dorothy agreed
to get Kevin a bank mandate before the next meeting.

i^J David Goddard agreed to continue dealing with expenses forms.
• •

5 Plans for Education Meeting on 20 November
The format would be similar to that of the Employment Meeting - the
questions for discussion are as those on attached sheet and were prepared
by Kevin and Bernard. Bernard said he was willing to'conduct* the next
meeting but hoped other Coalition members would volunteer for future
meetings.

Consideration was given to the topic of future Open Meetings.
Suggestions included:

a) Politics of Disability - Bernard had been contaced by Mary Croxon,
a colleague of Vic Finkelstein, who was concerned about the attitudes
of Philip Wood and Gareth Williams of the University of Manchester
who were commenting in academic circles on the Independent Living
Movement and Disabled People as consumers - without reference to

^ or knowledge of the activities of disabled people in their immediate
vicinity; the role of such 'professional' voices should be challenged.
Dorothy agreed to compile a reading list of issues relevant to the
Politics of Disability for Coalition members and maybe a more
specific focus or an Open Meeting could be considered.

b) Neville Strowger suggested that Citizens' Advocacy and Leadership
Training could be the focus of another meeting.

6 Coalition leaflet

Discussion centred around a query on the first paragraph re the assumption
that some disabled people were not already integrated into society. There
was a long discussion about the use of impairment as opposed to handicap
in the second paragraph and notice taken of the distinction: physical or
mental. In paragraph 3some people thought 'To encourage disabled people'
could be considered rather patronising. Paragraph 5 was deleted.



"Outreach"

Members of staff at Outreach had accompanied Outreach members to
recent meetings of the Coalition and Equal Opportunities Meetings and
members were now questioning the role of Committees and whether they
could form one - they had recently been asked to be involved in a decision
to curtail some of Outreach's transport provision. David Viari - an
Outreach worker - explained that the staff felt there was a danger of too
much staff involvement in the members role play and asked if the Coalition
would be prepared to help Outreach members look at a possible Committee
structure. Lorraine agreed toattend the next utreach Meeting and report
back to the next Coalition Meeting on how the Coalition could respond to
this request.

Reports from meetings
This item had to be deferred due to shortage of time.
The following brief written reports would therefore be appreciated for O
circulation at the next meeting:

Women's Conference at CEH - Lorraine/Linda CHS AGM - Paul

Meeting at Harpurley Resource Centre - Neville

Special Learning Difficulties Project - Edna/Annette/June

Conferences/meetings attended on behalf of the GM Coalition
between 16 November - 14 December will be covered by verbal
reports at the next meeting.

Any other business (curtailed due to lack of time)

a) Lorraine Gradwell was elected Vice-Chairman of GM Coalition
Steering Group.

b) The attached Department of Mural Studies leaflet was circulated
and attention drawn to the Course No. 11803 "Is there Life after
Physical Disability" - it was agreed to gauge reaction to this at
Tuesday's Open Meeting and consider a Coalition response/plan of
action at the next meeting.

1° Date, time next meeting
Friday 14 December - starting at 7.30 pm prompt - in the MainHalL
St Thomas Centre, Ardwick Green North, Manchester Ml2 6FZ.
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